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Gaussian beams have been widely used for propagating electromagnetic waves in free space and in certain other optical systems. It has been suggested that recurring forms of such beams might also be useful for propagation in planar or rectangular metal waveguides. Experimental verification of the recurrence of the Gaussian field distribution in metal waveguides is reported here. © 2001 Optical Society of America

**1. Introduction**

Gaussian beams have long been used to describe electromagnetic waves propagating in media that have at most quadratic variations of the index of refraction and of the gain or loss in the vicinity of the beam.\(^1,\,2\) At every plane along the beam propagation path the amplitude distribution remains Gaussian, whereas the phase fronts remain spherical. More-complicated off-axis polynomial Gaussian beams have also been studied, and their propagation in a range of complex and misaligned systems is now known.\(^3\) Similar properties have been found to be shared by general families of Bessel–Gaussian, exponential Gaussian, and trigonometric Gaussian beams.\(^4\) However, there are also waveguiding structures for which the field distribution fluctuates periodically with propagation distance. Waveguides of this type have been considered for a variety of acoustic\(^5,\,6\) and optical wave fields.\(^7–\,21\) Because of this periodic property, these fields have been referred to as recurring beams. Such beams are of particular interest for practical applications involving the propagation of electromagnetic fields in hollow metal waveguides.

With lower-frequency electromagnetic fields the transverse beam dimensions and diffraction angles may become too large for useful unguided propagation, and more-confining waveguiding systems must be employed. When suitable dielectric media are not available, hollow metal waveguides may be a good option. These guides are able to provide low-loss transmission of electromagnetic wave fields even when the wavelength is not much less than the transverse dimensions of the guide, and they are also effective with short wavelengths and high power levels. However, the familiar sinusoidal (rectangular geometry) or Bessel (circular geometry) waveguide modes are not without disadvantages, especially for optical frequency applications. In optical frequency systems it is often necessary to couple free-space propagating beams into or out of waveguides. Most applications of waveguide laser amplifiers and oscillators require such beams, and thus transformations between waveguide and beam field configurations are frequently needed. Such transformations never lead to the ideal field distributions that one might hope for, and they also may involve significant power loss. It is in this context that one should consider the possibility of using recurring beams that have more-useful transverse profiles at certain discrete planes along the propagation path. Beams that have Gaussian amplitude distributions are of particular interest, and it has been shown that recurring Gaussian beams can describe wave propagation in hollow metal waveguides. This demonstration has been based on a Green function integration method\(^17–\,20\) and on the standard Gaussian beam propagation formulas for a region with reflecting boundaries.\(^21\) Similar results are also sometimes applicable to dielectric waveguides.

In spite of the potential importance of the recurring propagation of Gaussian beams in hollow metal waveguides, we know of no direct experimental verification of the theoretical predictions. The main experimental results have involved recurrence of non-Gaussian aperture fields in dielectric rather than hollow metal waveguides. In this paper we
demonstrate experimentally that good fidelity recurrence of the Gaussian beam produced by a simple spherical mirror gas laser resonator can readily be achieved in a waveguide consisting of two metallized front surface mirrors.

A brief summary of the equations that govern Gaussian beam recurrence is included in Section 2, and experimental confirmation of these results is reported in Section 3.

2. Formulas

A Gaussian beam will always experience severe distortions of its amplitude and phase profiles when it is propagating through a hollow metal waveguide. For certain waveguide geometries, however, the beam will become Gaussian again at specific locations along the waveguide. This is true whether the beam enters the waveguide on center or off center and whether the beam is polarized parallel or perpendicular to the waveguide surfaces.21

In our experiment a Gaussian beam enters a parallel-plate waveguide with a waist at the center point of the waveguide and with the propagation direction along the waveguide axis. To obtain the shortest recurrence distance, we polarize the beam field parallel to the waveguide surfaces. Figure 1 is a theoretical plot of a series of transverse intensity profiles for a Gaussian beam that is undergoing diffraction and reflection from the flat waveguide surfaces. The waist spot size $w_0$ in this example is 0.2 times the waveguide wall spacing, and the propagation distance between successive profiles is 0.1 times the Rayleigh length:

$$z_0 = \pi w_0^2 / \lambda,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the beam. The intensity is seen to spread into two symmetrical peaks and then return to its initial near-Gaussian profile after approximately eight Rayleigh lengths. As required by the boundary conditions for this polarization, the intensity always remains zero at the reflecting surfaces.

For the configuration just described, the Gaussian beam recurs in the distance

$$z_l = \frac{z_0}{\pi (w_0/d)^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $d$ is the spacing between the waveguide walls.21 When it is combined with the Rayleigh length given in Eq. (1), this recurrence distance can also be written simply as

$$z_l = d^2/\lambda.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

If this distance coincides with the length of the waveguide, the beam will emerge from the waveguide with the same Gaussian profile with which it entered.

One can obtain the narrow input beam that is appropriate for the waveguide by focusing a laser beam with a lens. The lens would typically be positioned such that the waist of the beam emerging from it would occur at the entrance of the waveguide. The distance of the waist from the lens can be found by a standard beam matrix calculation. If the beam incident upon the lens has flat phase fronts, this distance is

$$z = \frac{f}{1 + (f/z_l)^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $f$ is the focal length of the lens and $z_l = \pi w_1^2 / \lambda$ is the Rayleigh length of the beam incident upon the lens. One finds further that at this distance the beam has the waist spot size

$$w_0 = \frac{f \lambda}{\pi w_1 [1 + (f/z_l)^2]^{1/2}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

In a typical configuration the Rayleigh length $z_l$ of the beam incident upon the lens will be much larger than the focal length of the lens. Thus Eq. (4) will reduce to the simpler result that the waveguide is removed from the lens by a distance equal to the focal length

$$z = f,$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

and from Eq. (5) the spot size of the beam at the entrance of the waveguide is approximately

$$w_0 = \frac{f \lambda}{\pi w_1}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

These basic formulas are all that are required for designing an experiment to demonstrate the recurrence property of a Gaussian input beam in a planar waveguide.
3. Experiment

The light source used in our experiments is an ordinary low-power unpolarized helium–neon laser with a wavelength of 0.633 μm and a TEM$_{00}$ Gaussian output beam with a spot size of ~1.0 mm. All intensity distributions are characterized with a beam profiler that uses a CCD camera. The overall experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 2. A linearly polarized beam is needed for our experiments, so the output beam of the laser is first passed through a linear polarizer, as shown in Fig. 2. A lens with a 100-mm focal length is used to narrow the beam such that it is not clipped at the entrance of the waveguide. The guide is composed of two front surface mirrors, parallel to each other. The location of the lens and the orientation of the mirrors can be adjusted individually with micrometer translation stages to allow for precise positioning.

From Eq. (7), the spot size of the focused Gaussian beam is $w_0 = 0.02$ mm, and this dimension should be substantially less than the spacing of the waveguide surfaces. If the distance given in Eq. (3) coincides with the length of the waveguide, the beam will recover its original Gaussian form at its exit from the guide. The mirrors that constitute the waveguide in our experiments have a length in the propagation direction of 160 mm. As this length could not easily be changed, the spacing of the mirrors had to be adjusted to ensure that $z_1$ in Eq. (3) would equal the waveguide length. In this way the ideal spacing for our experiment was found to be ~0.32 mm, in agreement with measurements.

Figure 3 shows the experimental intensity profile of the beam after it has left the waveguide and arrived at the detector array. In a direction parallel to the waveguide surfaces (vertical) the beam is not restricted by the waveguide. Thus the beam can diverge freely in the vertical direction, starting at the beginning of the waveguide. However, in a direction perpendicular to the waveguide surface, the beam at the output has the same profile as at the input. Thus the beam arriving at the detector has diffracted in the vertical direction with the same diffraction angle but over a longer distance than it has diffracted in the horizontal direction. This is the reason that the profile in Fig. 3 has an elliptical Gaussian shape.

Figure 4 shows in more detail the intensity profile of the beam in the direction perpendicular to the waveguide surfaces after the beam has exited from the waveguide. This profile fits closely a Gaussian curve, and it is not significantly different except in scale from the profile that is obtained without the presence of a guide.

4. Conclusion

On the one hand, Gaussian beams have well-established advantages for the propagation of electromagnetic fields in free space and in certain lenslike media. On the other hand, for some wavelengths and power levels it has proved more efficient or economical to propagate electromagnetic fields in hollow metal waveguides. However, it would usually be supposed that Gaussian beams and metal waveguides are incompatible. In this study it has been shown experimentally that field solutions for metal waveguides in the form of recurring Gaussian beams can be readily obtained. With these results it becomes possible and desirable to consider simple...
hollow metal waveguides among the optical elements that are capable of low-loss transmission of Gaussian beams.
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